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The Space Between Us (Treasure Harbor Book 2)
Synopsis

Avery Callahan, owner of Bounty Books, takes life a bit too seriously. Solid, dedicated, and hard-working, her life revolves around her store. Dating? Who has time for that? When rumors of the legendary lost treasure resurface, she despairs of all the attention it brings. The treasure is what caused an age old rift between her family and the Burtons and nearly tore her family apart.

She’d rather ignore the whole mess, but that’s impossible when the town is in a frenzy. When Brody Chance shows her attention, she can’t help but roll her eyes. He’s a grown man working at a pizza joint - not her idea of husband material. He’s the last man she’d ever be attracted to, but her heart has different ideas. As she gets to know him, she uncovers a man of many layers, with more depth than she ever imagined.

Maybe the space between them wasn’t so far after all. The Space Between Us is the second book of the Treasure Harbor Contemporary Christian Romance series and can be read as a standalone.
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Customer Reviews

Avery and Brody have a difficult beginning as she seems to look down upon him for only being a
pizza shop manager. Even a bookstore owner can judge a book by its cover. Her opinion changes when she learns more about him.

AVERY has a bad attitude about the way people will put out money to try to find the treasure that is supposed to be some where on shores of Treasure Harbor. Her parents neglected her sister Lara and herself and nearly came to divorce after spending so much money trying to find the treasure. She has always cut people and went out of her way to be rude without thinking before she speaks. She has had a dream about Brody Chance and her getting married, and seems to hurt his feelings so many times. One day she decides to take the advice of a friend and her sister to apologise and become friends with Brody. Read and see what a great man this Brody Chance is and what he hopes to accomplish for those coming home from the tours of duty in the middle east.

Brody and Avery’s story is truly remarkable. The struggles that Avery and her sister went through because of their parents is really sad. Brody is a very special person. The way he is trying to help his fellow soldiers is amazing. Watching Avery and Brody try to become friends and more is special. You will feel God working throughout this whole book. This book deserves a higher rating than a five star review.

This is the second book in the series where different authors write about Treasure Harbor. It deals with PTSD and with addictions/obsessions that destroy people & families. Some of my favorite quotes are: "Not much in life that was fair. Just as life wasn’t fair, it wasn’t written in black & white"; "a child’s simplicity in faith could teach many adults lessons"; "the true treasure in Treasure Harbor were the friendships." You will have to read the book to see if the Callahan/Drake Burton treasure is found!

Just finished reading this and wow. What a lot of depth and meaning worked into a novella. I loved Brody and Avery’s story and can’t wait for Leah’s next book.

This is another great book in the Treasure Harbor Series.I loved the characters, the storyline and the series locale.I await the next book in the series.

Treasure Harbor is a wonderful series and Leah Atwood has added a flair to the town! I love her writing, I love this series and can’t wait to read more of her books! Thank you Leah Atwood!
Very good book. It kept me interested throughout the book. Characters were well developed. I have enjoyed many of Ms. Atwood’s books and look forward to reading more.